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We are excited to share the Alumni Digital Community to help us stay connected and engage
with one another! Here you will find easy access to resources to learn and discover; ways to
connect and engage with one another; and opportunities for you to help and support current
students.

Carls4Carls and Alumni LinkedIn Group

It’s not just about what you know and who you know, it’s also about who
knows you. Carls can be the greatest resource for other Carls to explore
and to advance in their professional lives. After all, who better to help a
Carl than a fellow Carl?

Carls4Carls is the resource hub for Carls of all generations (as well as
parents and friends) of Carls to support the career cultivation and career development
experiences of students and young alumni.

The Carleton College Alumni LinkedIn group is a resource to help you make professional
connections, share and find job opportunities, career events, advice, and engage in
conversations on professional topics, all within the Carleton community.

Carleton Connects: Treasures from the Special Collections

With thousands of unique,
beautiful, and curious items to
investigate, Carleton's Special
Collections are a wonder for the
mind and a delight for the eye.
Join art professor Fred
Hagstrom, English professor
Jessica Leiman, and librarian
Rebecca Bramlett for a virtual tour of the Collections’ highlights, from antique books (with
moving parts!) and rare first editions to modern artworks.

DATE: Wednesday, May 13
TIME: 1:00 - 2:00 p.m. Central Time

Learn more and register online, and check out dozens of shows in the Carleton Connects
archive.

Coffee with Carls - Saturday, May 16

We had an unbelievable response to our originally scheduled March
Coffee with Carls event. With 27 sites around the country, we were
thrilled to see the range of locations from Sitka, Alaska to Atlanta,
Georgia. We were disappointed to have to cancel these events.

We've redesigned and rescheduled Coffee with Carls to come to a
place near you, virtually speaking, on Saturday, May 16. You'll be able to meet with other Carls
in your vicinity to connect, reconnect, and build community over a cup of coffee, tea, or
something else.

Register Now!

Share Your COVID-19 Stories

COVID-19 has radically transformed the lives of Carleton
alumni around the globe. Our scientists, doctors, and social
workers are serving on the frontlines in various ways. Those
of you in business, education, and politics are reimagining the
way our society works, plays, and interacts. And every Carl has had to navigate a series of
unique challenges at home and in their respective communities. The editors of the Carleton
College Voice want to help alumni share their professional and personal experiences with one
another and the wider community. So, if you have a story to tell about the ways in which
COVID-19 has impacted your day-to-day life—or the lives of those closest to you—please
send it along to Voice managing editor David Schimke at dschimke@carleton.edu. Thank you
and stay safe.
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